J. Wiegold demonstrated
[l] that the groups for which each normal subgroup is a direct factor are precisely the direct products (in the restricted sense) of simple groups. In this note we study the groups for which each proper normal subgroup is contained in a proper direct factor and also the groups for which each nonunit normal subgroup contains a nonunit direct factor. The result of Wiegold stated above may be regarded as a corollary to our Theorem 1. Our terms and notation are from [2] . Theorem 1. Each proper normal subgroup of group G is contained in a proper direct factor of G if and only if G is a direct product (restricted) of simple groups.
Proof. Suppose that each proper normal subgroup of G is contained in a proper direct factor of G. Let [5a]oSx be the set of all simple normal subgroups of G and let K be the subgroup generated by this set. We will show that G = K. Suppose hEG\K. Let M be a normal subgroup of G maximal subject to: hEMZ)K.
Let M' be a proper direct factor of G containing M. Let G= M'XS. If ft were in M' we would have the contradiction of the maximality of M : ft E M X S.
Thus hEM' and by the maximality of M, M' = M. Let A be a nonunit normal subgroup of S. Since the only direct factors containing M are M and G we have MXN = G and consequently N =S. We have the contradiction : S is a simple normal subgroup of G which is not contained in K. We conclude that G = K. By Zorn's lemma there is a subset B of A for which G= ITaea Sa.
Conversely, if G= IT«eB Sa where each Sa is simple and if A is a normal subgroup of G then the family of those subsets CEB lor which the product AX IT<«ec Sa is direct is closed under the operation of forming unions of inclusion chains. By Zorn's lemma there is a subset DEB which is maximal subject to the requirement that the product AX ITaeD Sa be direct. By the maximality of D and the simplicity of each Sa we have SaC\AX iT°er> Sa = Sa for every aEB. Consequently G = NX ITaeD Sa which shows that A is a direct factor ofG. Proof. Suppose G is a subdirect product of simple groups. Suppose A7 is a nonunit normal subgroup of G. Let 1 ¿¿xEN and let N' be a maximal normal subgroup of G not containing x. The existence of such a maximal normal subgroup follows from the fact that each of the simple groups under discussion is a homomorphic image of G.
We have NN' = G.
Conversely, let G be a group for which for each nonunit normal subgroup N of G there is a proper normal subgroup N' of G for which NN' = G. Suppose l^xEG.
Let N be the normal subgroup of G generated by x and let N' be a proper normal subgroup of G for which NN' = G. Let M be a normal subgroup of G maximal subject to: xEMDN'.
Such an M must be a maximal normal subgroup of G. Thus each nonunit element of G lies outside a maximal normal subgroup of G, and G is therefore isomorphic to a subdirect product of a family of simple groups.
Corollary.
// each nonunit normal subgroup of a group G contains a nonunit direct factor of G then G is isomorphic to a subdirect product of a family of simple groups.
Proof. For each nonunit normal subgroup A7 of G we have a direct decomposition G = HXN' where HEN and NVG. Then NN' = G.
By Theorem 2, G is isomorphic to a subdirect product of simple groups.
Our final theorem has discouraged us from trying to determine the structure of those groups G having the property that each nonunit normal subgroup contains a nonunit direct factor. The proof is based on the following theorem which appears, for instance, as Theorem 16 in [3] : Any group can be embedded in a noncyclic simple group. Theorem 3. Any group A can be embedded as a semidirect factor in a group G having the property that each nonunit normal subgroup of G contains a nonunit direct factor of G.
Proof. Let A be a group. Embed A in a noncyclic simple group S. Let P=n*5¿ (unrestricted direct product, i a natural number)
where 5» = S for each i. Let W= \\Si (restricted direct product) and regard W as a subset of P in the natural way. For each bEA let b be that element of P which has b as its ith component for each i. The elements {l\ bEA } form a subgroup A of P which is isomorphic to A.
